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Analyzing Parameters That Affect the Reliability
of Low-Voltage Cable Grids and Their

Applicability in Asset Management
Maikel H. P. Klerx , Member, IEEE, Johan Morren, Member, IEEE, and Han Slootweg , Member, IEEE

Abstract—The majority of interruptions in the network of a dis-
tribution system operator (DSO) occur at low voltage (LV) levels.
Although the number of affected customers is less than that for
medium voltage level interruptions, contribution to the annual cus-
tomer minutes lost is considerable, and the yearly costs of solving
the outages are high. Underground LV cables cannot be visually
inspected, and monitoring systems are still experimental. In order
to improve asset management (AM) for LV cables, it is beneficial
for DSOs to be able to perform condition assessments using his-
torical data, in combination with asset and environment data. In
this paper, survival analysis is performed using the Cox propor-
tional hazard model. The results of this analysis can be used to
identify those variables that predict a relatively high failure prob-
ability and to estimate the relative risk of failure for cables. This
enables the improvement of AM strategies, such as the preventative
replacement of cables. The method presented in this paper shows
promising results, allowing for greater insight into the causes of
failures.

Index Terms—Power distribution, power grids, asset manage-
ment, big data applications, statistical analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

E LECTRICITY grids are a vital part of the infrastructure
for modern societies. Dependence on electricity will fur-

ther increase as current patterns of energy transition continue.
Other forms of energy, such as natural gas and gasoline, will,
in part, be replaced by electricity [1]. Many renewable energy
sources (e.g., wind and solar) generate electrical energy. In or-
der to accommodate this transition, adequate electricity grids are
becoming increasingly important. Grids should be adequate in
capacity (to allow larger power flows), but also in terms of reli-
ability. With an ever increasing dependence on electrical power,
a highly reliable power system is crucial.
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Fig. 1. Density plot of cable placement dates for one large DSO in the
Netherlands.

A. Motivation

Efforts have already been made to increase reliability at
medium voltage (MV) and high voltage (HV) levels, through ro-
bust contingency measures and condition monitoring. This has
led to a decrease in interruption duration and frequency in the
Netherlands [2]. Interruption duration has, however, not fallen
correspondingly at the low voltage LV level. Therefore, also im-
proving the reliability of the LV network is becoming ever more
important.

Furthermore, the yearly expenditures for solving all interrup-
tions on LV levels are high. For a large distribution system opera-
tor (DSO), the costs of LV interruptions add up to tens of millions
of euros per year. Many renewable technologies, such as solar
PV and heat pumps, are connected to the LV level. These tech-
nologies will induce larger and bidirectional power flows that
may cause higher stresses and more faults. These factors have
led to increased attention in the LV network in the Netherlands.

B. Current Situation

A typical Dutch distribution system operator (DSO) owns
∼80000 km of LV cables and ∼2500000 LV joints. When ex-
amining cable installation dates for these—as illustrated in Fig.
1—it becomes clear that a large part of this population is sev-
eral decades old. The two large peaks in the density plots are
caused by inaccuracy in the asset registration. For purposes of
asset management (AM), it is relevant to investigate whether
assets degrade over time and—if this is the case—at what speed
this degradation takes place. However, we know from practice
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that underground LV cables and joints have a technical lifetime
of many decades and failures are generally not age related [3].
Therefore, it is beneficial to be able to assess the condition of
cables in order to optimize AM in LV cable grids.

However, contrary to higher voltage levels, DSOs have lit-
tle information regarding the condition of LV grids and compo-
nents. This is because, among other factors, the number of cables
and joints on LV levels is very large. For instance, in the Nether-
lands, there are tens of millions of LV components in service.
Monitoring, checking or measuring this volume of components
is not feasible. Also, due to the topology of LV grids, it is hard
to measure signals regarding the condition of cables [4].

Another knowledge gap lies in the absence of theoretical para-
metric models describing the failure behavior of LV components.
A parametric model known as the Weibull distribution—often
used in reliability engineering—cannot be used in this case be-
cause it requires theoretical information about stresses or load-
ing rates and corresponding failure behavior: data which is not
available in this context.

However, there is alternative information available. Historical
data on interruptions and assets, as well as data regarding the
environment of the assets, are available or can be obtained. The
goal of this research is to use this data to assess the condition
of LV cables, including joints. In subsection I-D, the research
goal is translated to a problem description in order to illustrate
the study objectives. As this is an inherently statistical problem,
we first introduce some terms and concepts regarding statistical
analysis.

C. Introduction to Statistical Analysis

As statistical analysis is generally not a primary topic of in-
terest for the electrical engineer, a brief introduction is given
here.

Statistical analysis concerns data: data collection, organiza-
tion, analysis, interpretation, and presentation, in order to gain
useful information. In this study, we aim to perform predictive
analysis—predicting events with the use of historical data.

The specific methods we use are described later in the paper.
However, some concepts are described here to give an introduc-
tion to the terminology.

A covariate is an independent variable that is used to predict
a dependent variable (the outcome). In our study, a covariate
(also called a “predictor”) could be conductor material, while
the outcome is failure (“yes” or “no”).

An observation is generally one observed item; in this study,
an asset.

An observation may involve an event, which may be a repair
or a failure. In this study, an event is when a component fails.

The survival probability at a given time represents the per-
centage of components that have not yet failed at that time. The
failure probability at a given time represents the percentage of
components that have failed at that time. The failure probability
= 1 – (the survival probability).

Failure probabilities (and survival probabilities) are calcu-
lated using prediction models. These models are fitted using the
existing data. When new data is entered into the models, the

models will calculate the probabilities of the outcomes. In this
way, models learn from existing data to apply knowledge to new
data.

These models have to be evaluated on their ability to make
accurate predictions. There are various ways to do this. Gener-
ally, the predict ive error between actual outcomes and predicted
outcomes is analyzed. The specific method to assess the perfor-
mance of the models in this study is described later.

Statistical models can be non-parametric, semi-parametric
and parametric. In parametric models, the models are completely
described by a finite number of parameters, which are fixed in
advance. An example of such a model is the Weibull distribu-
tion. Non-parametric models are constructed from data only—
the parameters that describe the model are flexible and not fixed
in advance. An example of such a model is the Kaplan-Meier
model. A semi-parametric model combines characteristics of the
two other models. Generally, there is a non-parametric nuisance
function combined with finite parameters that together describe
the model.

After this brief introduction, the following subsection will
describe the problem (statistically) and present the approach of
the statistical analysis.

D. Problem Description and Approach

In order to fully understand the difficulties in a condition as-
sessment of underground LV cables, a description of the problem
is given. The approach of the statistical analysis is also presented
in this subsection.

Statistically, the problem can be described as a survival prob-
lem. In this survival analysis, the metric we are interested in is
“time-to-failure.” In survival analysis, this metric is generally
called “time-to-event,” where an event could be failure, hospi-
talization, or death. As previously described [3], failures of un-
derground LV cables are generally not age-related. Therefore,
we are not interested in the specific moment at which an average
asset fails; instead, we are more interested in the variables in-
dicative of an increased failure probability. These variables are
the covariates; therefore, we are primarily interested in the in-
fluence of covariates (the independent variables) on the survival
of assets – the “covariate-adjusted survival.”

When all observed components in a study have had an event,
the survival probability follows from the failure distribution.
However, in this study, not all observed components have yet
failed. In fact, in power grids only a very small portion of the
installed asset base has failed. This situation in which a large
share of assets are still functioning is called “right-censoring.”
This is further explained in section II-B.

The problem thus can be described as the survival analysis of
right-censored historical failure, environmental and asset data.

The way we approach this problem is graphically depicted in
Fig. 2. Data from interruptions, assets and the environment are
combined and cleaned to form a data sample. This data sample
is used as input for the Cox proportional hazard regression (fur-
ther explained in section III). Three separate models are fitted
for each type of asset: main cables, service cables, and joints.
More information regarding these components can be found in
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Fig. 2. Flowchart of the process from data to models.

section II-A. The data used in this study are further described in
section II-B. The resultant models are further described and ex-
plained in section III and IV. These models can produce outputs
for the use of asset managers, as described in section V.

Subsection I-E summarizes some of the research already car-
ried out on LV cable condition and survival analysis in compa-
rable situations.

In section I-F, the structure of this paper is described for fur-
ther clarity.

E. Background

In this subsection, we summarize some of the research already
performed on topics related to this study. There are two primary
research tracks relating to the topic of this study: the investiga-
tion of failure mechanisms for LV cables, and the application of
survival analysis to reliability problems in power systems. We
combine these two tracks to investigate the condition of under-
ground LV cables, using a statistical methodology.

Failure mechanisms in LV cables have previously been
discussed in the literature [5], which describe how various ex-
periments have investigated corrosion, fault development and
breakdown behavior in LV cables. Also, initial steps are taken
to measure and monitor condition-related phenomena in com-
ponents in LV grids. Dutch DSOs are thus becoming interested
in research on the online monitoring of LV grids and degrada-
tion mechanisms [6]–[8]. The findings of these studies can be
helpful in selecting relevant covariates. The identified physical
phenomena can be compared with the findings of the statistical
analysis in this study.

The Cox proportional hazard model has been used to ana-
lyze the most significant factors in MV and HV cable failure
[9]. This particular study mainly focused on the influence of

Fig. 3. The structure of a typical Dutch LV grid. The components are num-
bered.

manufacturers and installers on the failure rate of MV and HV
cables in China. However, it is promising that a survival-analysis
method proved to be an appropriate method to analyze covariate-
adjusted survival.

More recent research has utilized the Cox proportional hazard
model to investigate the influence of several covariates on the
failure statistics of a disconnector population [10]. This study
also illustrates that it is possible to employ this method to inves-
tigate the impact of covariates on failures in power systems.

F. Structure of the Paper

First, section II describes the LV grids and the data used, as
well as the limitations and assumptions encountered in this study.
All definitions will be provided and the context established.

Section III discusses the method used for condition assess-
ment of LV grids. As previously described, this method focuses
on survival analysis through the use of historical data. In addi-
tion, the resulting models are discussed.

In section IV, we provide and discuss the results from the
models. Thereafter, we give detailed explanations for the results
and the feasibility of condition assessment.

Finally, we present our conclusions from this study on the
condition assessment of LV power grids.

II. CONTEXT

In this section, we describe the topology and characteristics
of the networks analyzed in this study. The data used are also de-
scribed. Furthermore, limitations and assumptions are described
in subsection C.

A. Network Topology

We look to investigate a LV network with a voltage level of
400 V. Most of the customers of a DSO, besides large industrial
customers, are connected to LV cables. A typical LV grid with its
components is depicted in Fig. 3. The substation has a MV/LV
transformer to transform from MV to LV. Power is then supplied
to the customers via service cables, connected to the main cables
via service joints. Parts of the main cable are connected via cable
joints. Cable joints and service joints are combined in the group
“joints” for the purposes of this study.

In this study, we consider LV cables (including joints), that
are located underground.
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B. Study Data

The data in this study originate from a large DSO in the
Netherlands. It includes the complete asset database, the inter-
ruptions database and environmental data based on location. The
asset database includes characteristics on assets such as conduc-
tor material, cable length, and joint type. The environmental data
were coupled to the assets based on the asset location. Examples
include soil type, proximity to rail tracks, and, also, the number
of cars registered in the neighborhood where the asset is located.
The interruption database is used to determine whether an asset
has failed. This is done using a method which couples an inter-
ruption to an asset in the asset database using database mutations
and characteristics of the interruption.

The cause of interruptions as registered in the interruption
database is not investigated here. The covariates under examina-
tion must be present in both the functioning and the failed assets,
so only covariates from the asset and environmental database
were included. Cause of interruptions is, clearly, only relevant
to the failed assets.

A number of assumptions and actions were taken to clean the
dataset. First, given that the age of many joints was unknown, we
assumed that the age of the joint is equal to the age of the newest
connected cable. A new piece of cable is always connected to
an existing part of the grid by a new joint, the age of which is
thus equal to the age of the new cable section.

Furthermore, the type of cable (service cable or main cable)
was not registered in the dataset. Therefore, we assumed that
cables could be distinguished by cable diameter. In cases of
very large customers, the cable diameter of a service cable may
exceed the main cable threshold, however, in the large majority
of cases, this assumption is valid.

Missing values are treated in a number of different ways.
With respect to the age of the joints, a good estimation could
be given by the method described earlier. However, some of the
other variables contained isolated missing values. These were
relatively few, so we decided to eliminate these rows.

Furthermore, as previously mentioned, only a small propor-
tion of the installed LV cables fails. Performing survival analysis
of the total population will, subsequently, give less reliable
results; there will be a significant bias towards the functioning
cables. Therefore, the majority class (functioning assets) is
under-sampled. The assets to include in the sample are selected
randomly. The ratio between failed and functioning cables
included in the resulting sample is 1:2. This under-sampled
dataset was checked using training, test and validation sets.
Cross-validation was also used.

In order to measure the sensitivity of the data selection using
this under-sampling method, we have performed a sensitivity
analysis. We randomly sampled a training set five times. The dif-
ferences of numerical variables for cable length and the number
of interruptions were smaller than 2%. For categorical variables
with fewer categories, such as conductor material, differences
were smaller than 5%. For very small categories—for instance,
some soil types—differences were greater (up to 40%). How-
ever, these categories are so small that they will either be non-
significant or will violate the assumptions of the CPH model.

Fig. 4. Illustration of left-truncation (1) and right-censoring (2).

No problems were therefore identified through performing sen-
sitivity analysis.

Finally, we have to decide which variables to include as
covariates in the prediction models. This is further described
in section III-C. In section III-D, the covariates included are
described.

C. Limitations and Assumptions

The condition assessment of LV grids is treated in this study
as a survival problem. However, in practice, there are several
aspects that preclude the straightforward application of common
methods.

As previously described, the data is right-censored. In an ideal
situation, one would follow each observation—in this case, each
cable—for its entire lifetime. However, in our research, the ma-
jority of cables are still in operation and will continue to be so
over the next decades. This is visualized in Fig. 4, where the
observation window is the period for which we have interrup-
tions (the dates in the interruption registration). If an asset fails
in the future, this is, of course, outside our observation window.
In other words, we are trying to analyze survival for a group
of observations in which the majority still exists. Absolute esti-
mates of the survival probabilities of a right-censored survival
problem are easily biased and therefore are not calculated. In
addition, there is almost no age-related or internal degradation-
related failure, as will be discussed in the following paragraphs.
Therefore, we will mainly focus on finding the relative failure
probability (which asset is most likely to fail first) and the im-
portance of certain covariates in that probability.

Another limitation related to right-censoring is “left-
truncation.” In both cases, events are not observed—either
because they are too far in the past or they are in the future.
Left-truncation is the phenomenon that an observation has
already resulted in an event, but the observation is not included
in the study. This is also visualized in Fig. 4, where the event is
completely outside of the observation window. In our study, this
means that an asset is installed and replaced before the start of
the interruption database. This can be illustrated by an example:
if a cable was placed in 1960, failed in 1980 and a section of
it was replaced, the replaced section may no longer be in the
cable database when it was digitalized in 1990. Therefore, the
failure of the cable section that was placed in 1960 and failed
after twenty years is not registered. This cable section is then
left-truncated. The consequence of left-truncation is that—for
older generations—only the still functioning cables (or cable
sections) are registered. This may cause bias.
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Kruizinga [5] found that the majority of LV failures originate
from direct or indirect excavation damages. Direct excavation
damages are not analyzed here because they are caused by
human error and the cause and location of the failure are imme-
diately clear. Indirect excavation damages are caused by, for in-
stance, the scraping or hitting of cable during excavation works.
A failure will not occur immediately, but due to the indirect dam-
age other destructive processes may take place (e.g., paper layer
deterioration, dry-band arcing, corrosion). These processes
slowly degrade the cable, and it can take up to several years
before the damaged cable fails. A precursor for indirect excava-
tion damage is the presence of excavation work in the proximity
of the cable. Therefore, the notices of excavation works and the
number of former interruptions will be used to include the prob-
ability of indirect excavation damages in the analysis. However,
excavation notices have to be accurate and reliable in order to use
in such an analysis; this tends to be variable in most countries.

Another limitation is data quality. Many data sources with
the potential to provide information as to external factors are
too inaccurate to allow for robust results. Also, when a data
source is not specific enough, the resultant variance is too low
to differentiate between observations.

This section illustrates that condition assessment of LV grid
cables is not as straightforward as other survival problems. How-
ever, we were able to adopt a statistical method—the Cox propor-
tional hazard (CPH) regression [11]—in order to address these
difficulties. This is introduced in the following section.

III. COX PROPORTIONAL HAZARD REGRESSION

In this section, we introduce CPH, the methods used to de-
termine the performance of the resulting CPH models, and the
methods for variable selection. The resulting CPH models are
then presented, for each of the three component groups: main
cables, service cables, and joints.

A. Introduction to CPH

Although there are multiple models and techniques to per-
form survival analysis, CPH is one of the most widely recog-
nized and used. It is very common in medical applications, for
example, modeling survival data in cancer research [12]. CPH
can be classified as a semi-parametric survival model. It com-
bines a baseline hazard function h0(t) (the non-parametric part)
with the effect of covariates xp multiplied by coefficients bp (the
parametric part). This is denoted in equation 1.

h(t) = h0(t)× eb1x1+b2x2+···+bpxp (1)

The baseline hazard function estimates the probability of
an event over time for reference levels of the covariates. The
reference level of a numerical covariate is often chosen as zero.
For categorical covariates, one of the factor levels is chosen.
The coefficients bp are calculated when fitting the model. The
combination of coefficients and covariate values is multiplied
with the baseline hazard to produce a hazard rate—h(t)—for
each observation.

The major assumption which a CPH model has to meet is
the proportionality assumption. This means that the effects of
covariates have to be multiplicative to the hazard rate. In other
words, the baseline hazard function is the starting point. For
each value of the covariates, the model has to produce a haz-
ard function proportional to the baseline hazard. Proportional-
ity here means that the baseline hazard can be multiplied by
a constant to result in the same curve as a covariate-adjusted
hazard.

The advantage of CPH—as a semi-parametric model—is that
the baseline hazard function is estimated. The underlying dis-
tribution does not have to be known (the non-parametric part).
The coefficients and the covariates represent the parametric part
of the model.

B. Performance of Models

After fitting the models, we investigate the performance of
the models. For our application, it is not necessary to achieve a
perfect prediction: we are interested in the relative failure prob-
ability (this failure probability is relative to the dataset because
the models are based on the dataset) and the covariates involved.
It is not the remaining lifetime that is of interest, but the relative
risk and the influence of covariates. The following three metrics
are used for the performance:

1. The first is the concordance index that is given in the
model summary of the CPH model. The model summary
is a table which shows values of: concordance index and
coefficients, confidence intervals and significance values
of covariates. The concordance index is calculated as
follows: for a randomly chosen pair of observations, the
predicted time to an event is calculated. When the model
predicts a shorter time-to-event for the observation which
actually failed first, the model is correct. The concordance
index is the ratio of predicted pairs for which the model is
correct. A value of 1 is a perfect prediction. A value of 0.5
is the same as random guessing. The concordance index is
not the most accurate metric for predictive performance,
but it is helpful to compare Cox models to each other—
for instance, in a univariate analysis. In a univariate
analysis, we build Cox models with only one covariate
at a time and compare these models to analyze the
covariates.

2. The R2 value shows how much of the variance is explained
by the model. This represents the amount of information
which can be explained by the model.

3. The next metric is the Brier score (BS) [13]. It is a weighted
average of the squared distance between the predicted and
actual survival probability. The BS is used to construct
prediction error curves. The reference curve is constructed
based on the Kaplan-Meier (KM) model [14], which is
a non-parametric model which estimates one hazard rate
for the entire population. Comparing the KM curve with
the Cox proportional hazard shows the influence of the
covariates, as the covariate-adjusted survival differentiates
the Cox proportional hazard from the KM model.
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C. Feature Selection

The process of selecting the covariates for a survival or clas-
sification problem is called feature selection.

There is not a universal way to select the relevant features and
calculate the absolute importance of those covariates.

First, expert knowledge on the topic is used to make a broad
selection of possible covariates. These are then checked for out-
liers and missing values. When numerous incorrect or missing
values occur in a variable, it is a viable option to drop it.

Next, a univariate approach is used to check potential signif-
icant variables and their importance. In a univariate model, a
CPH model is fitted with only one covariate. If a CPH model
with only one specific covariate performs significantly better
than another model with only one other specific covariate, the
first covariate will be more important. The univariate approach
is a good approach to get an overview of the variables included.

Hereafter, we proceed to multivariate analysis, where we first
select those covariates to include using stepwise selection. The
selection criterion is based on the Akaike information criterion
(AIC) [15]. The AIC estimates the quality of a statistical model
relative to other models. This can be done via backward or for-
ward steps (or both) that remove or add a variable to the model
based on the AIC. If an added variable reduces the quality of
the model, it is then removed in the following step. This is done
until the selection is converged and the best model based on the
AIC is fitted.

The final step is to check for the proportional hazard assump-
tion [11]. When the assumption is rejected, we will perform a
stratified analysis, because the covariates are constant over time.
In a stratified analysis, there are separate hazard functions—
h(t)—for each factor level of the covariate. A factor level is a
category of a categorical variable. For example, when the vari-
able is Soil type, the factor levels may be sand, buildings, loam,
et cetera. In this way, the influence of these covariates can be
shown. By visual inspection, we can analyze this influence.

In the following subsections, the resulting CPH models are
presented, and the performance of the models is assessed.

D. Resulting CPH Models

The fitting of a CPH model starts with the set of variables
that we expect to be of influence on the failure probability. The
complete list is as follows:

- Soil type
- Former DSO1 (former owner of cable)
- Insulation (electrical insulation material)
- Excavation notices (number of registered excavation action

in close range of the cable)
- Diameter of cable
- Number of interruptions main cable (number of interrup-

tions in cables connected to the corresponding main cable)
- Average temperature (of air)
- Length (of cable)
- Conductor material (material used for conductor)
- Distance to nearest tree

1The current DSOs in the Netherlands originate from multiple former DSOs.

TABLE I
REFERENCE LEVELS CATEGORICAL VARIABLES

TABLE II
RESULTING MODEL PARAMETERS SERVICE CABLE MODEL

TABLE III
RESULTING MODEL PARAMETERS OF MAIN CABLE MODEL

- Distance to nearest rail tracks
- Type of joint
- Total precipitation
The steps described in subsection III-C are performed on this

set of variables. The reference values of the resulting variables
are 0 or the values shown in Table I. A summary of the resulting
models are shown in Tables II, III and IV. The first column
shows the covariates, and for the categorical covariates, each
factor level is shown. The second column shows the “Exp(coef),”
which represents the exponential value of the coefficients bp. The
third and fourth columns show the confidence interval of .95 of
the “Exp(coef)” value.

The last column shows “Pr(>|z|),” which is the p-value—
representing the significance level (a value lower than 0.05
means a significant variable).

To clarify: in the resulting models, variables are excluded
that were not significant covariates or did not meet the
proportionality assumptions. Some variables are left out of
the final model summary but are used as stratification vari-
ables, because these variables did not meet the proportionality
assumption.
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TABLE IV
RESULTING MODEL PARAMETERS JOINTS MODEL

Fig. 5. Prediction error curves for the main cable model.

This is summarized as follows:
Main Cables: The following variables will be used for strati-

fication: Insulation, Conductor material, and Former DSO.
Service Cables: The variable Insulation will be used as strat-

ification variable.
Joints: There will be no variables used as stratification vari-

ables as they decrease model accuracy and significance.
A survival curve shows the survival probability over time of

an average observation in the study. As we use CPH to esti-
mate condition and investigate covariate influence, we will not
present the survival curves here; the curves display the proba-
bility that, as previously described, cannot be used. Because of
the aforementioned danger of bias, there is no use in analyzing
the general survival curves.

Another metric we wish to present is the prediction error curve
for each model. As described above, this is a suitable method
to compare the resulting models with the simplest form of sur-
vival analysis—the KM method. The prediction error curves for
the main cable model are shown in Fig. 5. The prediction error
curves for the other models are similar. As can be seen, the pre-
diction error is lower for the CPH method, showing the influence
of the covariates. This means that a model that makes use of the
covariates is better in predicting failures. Note that the reference
model is the Kaplan-Meier method.

E. Performance

As can be seen in the model summaries and the prediction
error curves, the three models each perform equally well on the
aforementioned metrics. The difference between the reference
curve and the CPH curve can be seen in the prediction error
curves. The concordance indexes of 0.66–0.67 are just below
average. Concordance indexes over 0.7 indicate good models;
scores of over 0.8 indicate strong models. This means the mod-
els are not very good at predicting exact moments of failure,
not a problem given that our main goal is the investigation of
the influence of covariates. The most important covariate in the
models is, by far, Number of interruptions main cable. It reached
a concordance index in a univariate analysis that approaches the
final score. This means that a model with Number of interrup-
tions main cable as the only covariate performs as well as the
final model according to the concordance index.

The covariates Soil type, Number of excavation notices main
cable and Number of interruptions main cable are well repre-
sented by the models.

Furthermore, multiple covariates do not have significant in-
fluence on the models. This phenomenon is caused by factorized
variables with factor levels containing too little information—
e.g., because few assets have characteristics within this factor
level. The significance of the total model is still within limits,
this is checked during the feature selection. The levels that do
not have a significant influence are omitted from Tables II, III,
and IV.

The shape of the prediction error curves is similar for each
model. The section in the curve where the prediction error is
highest equals the age group where most cables—and most
failures—are represented. In this age group, the most mixed set
of assets also exists. The higher and lower age groups have a less
variable set of characteristics, making them easier to predict.

In the following section, the various relationships between
covariates and failures are discussed in detail. In Section V, we
will convert these models into relative condition assessments
and possible applications for DSOs.

IV. EXPLANATIONS OF RESULTS

This section will focus on explaining the relationships ob-
served from the resulting CPH models. Very strong or remark-
able covariates are discussed.

The coefficients are the indicators of whether a covariate has
a positive or negative influence on the hazard rate, and therefore
on the failure probability. A coefficient value greater than one
indicates an increase in hazard rate; a value lesser than one indi-
cates a decrease in hazard rate. A higher hazard rate represents
a higher probability of failure. In the following subsections, we
will discuss the covariates of each of the three models.

A. Main Cable Model

Most underground LV cables are placed in locations where
the ground type is registered as “Buildings” (reference value of
soil type), which are urban locations. All the other significant (p
< 0.05) covariates have a coefficient greater than one, signifying
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a higher failure probability. This can be explained as follows: the
soil in urban areas is used for the construction of buildings, roads,
and other (underground) infrastructure. Therefore, this soil is
more artificial than rural areas. Therefore, the environment for
underground cables is more stable and safe. In other soil types,
cables are placed in different environments—for instance, close
to ditches and other waterways—or in soil types which are less
stable by themselves (clay-like soil) [16].

Furthermore, the Number of interruptions main cable in-
creases the failure probability. This covariate counts the number
of interruptions in cables connected to the same cable as the
current cable. This covariate represents intermittent (returning)
interruptions. Prior research has shown that intermittent inter-
ruptions may be an indication of a degrading component [5].
There is a short circuit that trips the fuse, but the power is re-
stored by replacing the fuse. However, this behavior may cause
failure in the long term, because every small discharge or short
circuit current may degrade the materials of the component fur-
ther. The findings in this study confirm the suspected relationship
between earlier interruptions and failure of cables.

The value of the coefficient Number of excavation notices
main cable is very close to one. Therefore, its impact is negligi-
ble. This may be caused by the inaccuracy of the excavation no-
tices. Contractors often tend to register quite a large area while
submitting excavation notices. This area is often much larger
than the actual excavation location, so there is much uncertainty
as to whether excavations may have happened close to assets.

B. Service Cable Model

For the service cables, the impact of Number of interruptions
main cable is similar to that for the main cable model. The same
explanation holds for service cables as for main cables.

Again, Number of excavation notices main cable is very close
to one. This is similar to the main cable model.

The covariate Conductor material shows a higher failure
probability for service cables with a copper conductor than an
aluminum conductor. This is in contrast to previous studies that
show more corrosion in aluminum connectors than in copper
connectors [6], [17]. However, aluminum is only used for ser-
vice cables in very long or large LV connections. Copper is
used in all other instances, potentially causing the higher fail-
ure probability. It is of note, that the main cable model run with
the stratified variable Soil type does indeed show an increased
failure probability for aluminum conductor cables—in line with
these prior findings [6], [17].

C. Joint Model

The behavior of the covariate Number of interruptions main
cable is again comparable to the other two models.

The covariate Soil type shows mixed results. The covariate
levels that are significant in the main cable model are not signif-
icant in the joint models for all three levels. Furthermore, Water
is significant in both, and the coefficient is comparable. How-
ever, Heavy sabulous clay increases the failure probability in
the main cable model and decreases the failure probability in
the joint model. This difference cannot be explained with cur-
rent knowledge. However, the difference in impact on failure

probabilities becomes clearer when assessing the other signif-
icant variables. Light sabulous clay, Nutty on Sand, and Sand,
all have coefficients smaller than one. This means that every
significant covariate besides Water decreases the failure proba-
bility compared to the reference level—Buildings. This reveals
that urban joints have a higher risk of failure than joints in other
ground types, besides joints in Water. This could be explained
by the common use of joints in urban areas: joints are often used
to connect new buildings or new pieces of cable. As the building
and renovation rate in urban areas is often high, joints have to be
connected to existing cable parts. The reasoning here is that the
mounting of joints is easier when constructing an entirely new
grid than when adding joints to an existing grid.

For the Joint type covariate, it is clear that every covariate
level that is significant (Pr(>|z|) < 0.05) increases the failure
probability in comparison to the reference level—the Service
joint. There is no clear explanation for this difference. Indeed,
there is little literature available regarding joints. A possible
explanation is in the fact that service joints do not interrupt the
conductor of the cable when installed, whereas other joint types
do so.

It is also important to appreciate that the reliability of joints
is, for a large part, dependent on the combination of the skill and
training of the technician who installs the joint, as well as the
joint type. However, skill level and training are hard to measure,
and, as such, we did not obtain any information regarding these
variables.

V. CONDITION ASSESSMENT

DSOs aim to improve AM, and this can be achieved by con-
dition assessment of LV cables. In this section, we describe and
discuss how we can extract information useful for DSOs from
the models presented.

As described in the method, the models are not capable of
providing accurate predictions of remaining cable lifetimes be-
cause the data is right-censored, the sample is adjusted to con-
tain enough failures, and the CPH method is focused on relative
covariate-adjusted survival. Therefore, conditions that can be
inferred from the models are relative. In the first subsection,
some assumptions and limitations of this relative condition are
discussed. The mathematics behind the estimations are then ex-
plained. The third subsection presents some examples of possi-
ble outputs from the condition estimation. Finally, we discuss
how DSOs may benefit from this condition assessment.

A. Assumptions and Limitations

The condition addressed in this study is the relative risk of
failure of a cable. This risk is determined by the values of the
covariates of the cable. The actual condition can only be deter-
mined via measurements and visual inspection.

Only active cables are used for the calculation of relative risk.
Cable sections which have already failed and are replaced are ex-
cluded from this calculation. However, in the CPH model fitting
these were vital to construct the models.

It is important to keep in mind that only a small proportion
(<0.2%) of cables fail each year. It is unlikely this number will
increase significantly very suddenly. Also, failure is mainly not
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age-related, as previously described [3], and components almost
never degrade internally. Therefore, it is also unlikely that entire
generations will fail in a short period.

Due to this relatively low failure rate, only the cables that are
the most at risk will be included in the reporting. The cables
which are least at risk may function for several decades.

However, some cables characteristics may change; in partic-
ular, the number of interruptions on the connected cable and the
number of excavation notices. Different values of these charac-
teristics may cause the cables to be at a higher risk. Therefore,
when DSOs decide to adopt this method, it is important to repeat
the analysis periodically to check for increased—or decreased—
risk.

A limiting factor is that, due to missing values in the construc-
tion dates, only ∼20% of the original dataset remains. Although
not a problem for statistical validity, due to these missing val-
ues, we are therefore unable to assess the complete cable base.
However, the results can be used for those cables with sufficient
data and, more generally, the understanding of failures in LV
cable grids.

The last limitation concerns the predictive power, which is be-
low average. The models are thus not very capable of calculating
survival probability over time. However, the models explain the
influence of the covariates well. Therefore, we can use the val-
ues of covariates to estimate which cables endure a higher fail-
ure probability. The most important covariate identified from this
study is Number of interruptions main cable. Joint type and Con-
ductor material are also important covariates. Other significant
covariates include Number of excavation notices and Soil type.

B. Calculating Condition Estimates

The risk score calculated here is the exponential of the linear
predictor. The linear predictor is the product of the coefficients
and covariates which can be seen in equation 2.

f(t) = b1x1 + b2x2 + · · ·+ bpxp. (2)

In this equation, bp are the coefficients and xp the covariates.
As previously described, CPH is a relative risk model. Also, the
sample is adjusted (one failure for every two functioning assets)
so it is not useful to use the baseline hazard, making it unable to
make absolute predictions. The computation of risk compares
the values with a reference value, to calculate whether the cable
is more or less at risk than a fictional cable with the properties of
the reference values. The reference values are the overall mean
covariates of the sample. The result is a relative risk of events in
the lifetime of each cable. This risk can be seen as a condition
estimate, as it ranks cables on their likeliness to encounter an
event based on historical data.

C. Examples of Possible Outputs

Subsequently, we can construct a ranking of cables based on
risk. As described previously, only the cables most at risk are of
interest to us due to the typical low failure rate. Therefore, we
focus on the 5000 assets most at risk for each category: main
cables, service cables, and joints.

Fig. 6. Heat map of a regional selection of the 1000 LV main cables of one
large DSO with the highest risk of failure.

This set of high-risk assets can be displayed in various ways.
One example is a geographical plot—a heat map showing the
geographical density of those high-risk cables. These plots might
be interesting starting points for DSOs to begin measuring and
monitoring pilots. Such a plot is shown in Fig. 6. The failure
probability of individual assets can also be shown on street-
level; however, this plot is constructed so as to show regional
differences.

Fig. 6 furthermore shows a number of interesting insights.
Some hotspots are in urban areas, whereas some are not. Most
assets, however—by far—are located in urban areas. Because the
heat map is generated for the highest relative failure probability,
the area with the most assets is not automatically a hotspot on
the heat map.

D. Practical Applicability for DSOs

The primary goal of this study is to investigate condition as-
sessment in LV networks. As the study is commissioned by
DSOs, of central importance is whether this condition assess-
ment can improve and support processes in DSOs. Besides costs
and performance limitations, a DSO also aims to prevent a situa-
tion whereby certain areas endure a higher interruption duration,
even though the average interruption duration may be below the
limit. The DSO aims to provide an adequate level of service to
customers without the customers having to endure many inter-
ruptions.

1) Knowledge Gain: First, the insights gained through the
analysis of the influence of multiple covariates improves the
knowledge within a DSO. Senior experts within the company are
likely to have a sense of what cables are at higher risk, the con-
dition of cables or high-risk locations. Now, such assumptions
can be confirmed with the results of LV condition assessment
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using statistical analysis. Also, additional relationships can be
discovered and explored in practice.

2) Monitoring: The applicability of this for AM centers
around monitoring and replacement strategies. Possibilities to
eventually monitor underground LV cables have been previously
described [4], [5]. It is not possible to perform measurements on
a large scale, but local measurements may be possible. The re-
sults of a condition assessment can be used to select areas or
groups of high-risk cables (high priority) in order to target mea-
surements. Using these results, DSOs may be able to prevent
the unexpected failure of underground LV cables. When mea-
surements are indicative of phenomena related to low-quality
cables, DSOs can replace these cables before they eventually
fail. In this way, the DSO maximizes the lifetime of the cable
while avoiding the costs of cable failure.

3) Preventive Replacement of Cables: A further step is the
strategy of preventive replacement of cables. Preventive replace-
ment is an option to distribute the workload over time. If a DSO
fears an increase in future interruptions, cables may be replaced
preventively. The DSO will then decide whether to replace high-
risk cables immediately or following a particular time frame.
Further research should investigate financial consequences and
reliability impact. Another option is to combine the two strate-
gies: high-risk cables can be measured and replaced when mea-
surements show reduced condition.

Future research will focus on aspects of AM, investigating
how the results of this statistical analysis can be incorporated
into the AM processes. Furthermore, the monetary value of this
additional information shall be investigated, and whether this
information can reduce maintenance costs at LV levels.

As the method presented in this study allows the identification
of assets with a high failure probability—which can then be
used directly in AM decisions—it has the potential for direct
application in DSOs. Additional research is needed, however, to
investigate how AM can benefit from the method presented in
this paper.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a method for the condition assessment of under-
ground LV cables is presented.

Investigating the condition of these cables is far from straight-
forward. The cables cannot be directly monitored, and we know
that only a small proportion of the cable network fails. In sta-
tistical terms, this problem can be described as a right-censored
survival problem, in which we are interested in the relative risk
and the impact of covariates.

The Cox proportional hazard model is used to perform a sur-
vival analysis, as we are primarily interested in the influence
of covariates. The resulting models can be used to estimate the
relative risk of failure for a cable or joint. The actual condition
cannot be determined, however, as visual inspection and detailed
measurements would be necessary.

For each of the three resultant CPH models (main cables, ser-
vice cables, and joints) several significant covariates have been
identified. The covariate Number of interruptions main cable is

significant in each model and increases the failure probability in
every case. Although the predictive power is not very high, the
models clearly show the influence of multiple covariates; this
was the initial goal of this study.

Information from the models is utilized to estimate the relative
risk that each cable endures. This relative risk can, for example,
be used to plot heat maps for high-risk cables or to analyze the
risk of certain cable groups.

Ultimately, DSOs aim to improve the reliability—and reduce
the costs related to interruptions—of LV cable grids. This paper
makes a number of suggestions as to how such improvements
may be achieved. Additional research is required to analyze their
usefulness and impact in different AM strategies.
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